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ABSTRACT: The synthesis of gold nanoparticles is dependent on both the concentration of
trisodium citrate dihydrate and the time that it interacts with tetrachloroauric acid. A wide
range of gold nanoparticles with various sizes and dispersity can be produced based on
control variables, such as time of reaction and acid concentration, using a similar approach to
that of the Turkevich model. In this model, the pH of the solution decreases slightly
throughout the reaction (0.005 unit/min) due to the chemical interactions between trisodium
citrate dihydrate and tetrachloroauric acid. Dicarboxy acetone is formed during citrate
oxidization, resulting in gold nuclei formation over time. In addition, gold nanoparticle
nucleation causes pH fluctuation over time based on gold nanoparticle sizes. An inverse
correlation (coefficient of smaller than −0.97) was calculated between the pH and reaction
time at different ratios of trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid. Regression
analysis was used to develop a model for the prediction of the size of gold nanoparticles
ranging from 18 to 38 nm based on the concentration of trisodium citrate dihydrate and the
reaction time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles are at the forefront of development in
technology and medicine due to their size and unique
properties.12345 The clinical application of nanotechnology in
different areas of medicine is developed, including ophthalmol-
ogy specifically in retina diseases,6 drug delivery to target cells,7

and potential for the prevention and treatment of cancer.8

Gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) have attracted enormous
scientific and technological interest due to their ease of
synthesis, chemical stability, unique optical properties, and
biocompatibility.91011121314151617 These unique particles with
sizes comparable to those of cellular structures enable the
development of more applications such as optical tomography
imaging18 and the use of tracers to detect DNA.19,20 Also, their
unique optical properties provide the potential for developing
artificial tissues in ophthalmic therapeutic applications due to
their unique plasmon effect.21 However, it is still necessary to
study their dispersity in size, shape, and distribution, which
result in monodisperse Au NPs in different sizes. Multiple
mechanisms and synthesis protocols have been established to
control the Au NP size, shape, and surface-charge proper-
ties.2223242526272829 Among the array of advanced methods, the
synthesis based on citrate reduction is widely used in different
applications due to its high reproducibility and control over the
particle size, however there are still critical questions in this
regard..30 The Au NPs are produced following the reduction in
the tetrachloroauric acid (HAuCl4) by trisodium citrate

dihydrate in water.313233343536373839 In this multilayered
chemical reaction, the trisodium citrate dihydrate initially
undergoes oxidation, thereby producing dicarboxy acetone.40

The trisodium citrate dihydrate reaction with tetrachloroauric
acid gold chloride produces dicarboxy acetone.41,42 Therefore,
the dicarboxy acetone enables the simultaneous reduction and
oxidation of the aurous species to form gold nuclei by acting as
a nucleation agent. The gold chloride is then organized to form
gold nuclei, as the dicarboxy acetone decomposes into
acetone.40 These particles can then react with other Au NPs
on their surfaces to cause an increase in size. Therefore, the
findings indicate that the concentration of citrate, which is
used as a reducing agent and a stabilizer, can significantly affect
the NP size, and stable Au NPs with a uniform particle size
results in the reduction of HAuCl4. In the reduction process,
the rate of adsorption of the stabilizer controls the size of the
nanoparticle.43444546 Ji et al.47 demonstrated that a mixture
with pH > 6 provides a condition suitable for the formation of
monodisperse Au NPs. However, our studies propose that
reaction time is another important control factor that must be
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considered. Reaching a pH that is >6 is possible even at a
lower ratio of citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid
(1.875:1). Mountrichas et al.48 reported that during the Au
NP synthesis, as temperature goes higher, the nanoparticle
creation will be faster and more monodisperse Au NPs will be
produced. Additionally, in another study, it was reported that
Au NPs synthesized at temperatures below 50 °C were very
polydisperse and also the long reaction times at low
temperature made the synthesis method unrealistic.49 Thus,
a fixed high temperature (boiling temperature) and protocol
we used have been established for optimum and monodisperse
synthesis of the nanoparticles. The purpose of this study is to
analyze the effect of the concentration of trisodium citrate
dihydrate and the length of reaction time as control parameters
on the size of the nanoparticles. Our findings demonstrate that
the reaction time changes the acidity, size, and dispersity of Au
NPs over a selected range of time during their synthesis.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pH values were measured for all collected samples in
intervals of 10 min. All samples were measured three times on
consecutive days, and the maximum standard deviation (SD)
was 0.03 pH unit. Figure 1 shows that pH varies with both

citrate concentration and reaction time. While it was initially
expected that citrate would increase acidity, the pH analysis
indicated that the acidity increases over time, as shown by a
decline in pH. However, the pH was saturated after 70 min of
reaction time in all concentrations; hence, the Au NP sizes
were fixed. We found that the minimum pH was observed in
the samples synthesized when the ratio of trisodium citrate
dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid was 1.5:1 and after 70 min of
reaction time. We observed that, for the ratios of trisodium
citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid from 1.5:1 to 1.875:1
as the trisodium citrate ratio increased, the pH increased as
well. Figure 1 demonstrates that the highest pH value was
obtained after 10 min of reaction in the ratio of 1.875:1.
However, for the ratio of 2:1, pH dramatically decreased

likely due to reversible chemical interactions between aurous
salt and single Au atoms. At this ratio, the pH of solutions was
identical to the sample synthesized by the ratio of 1.625:1. The
largest difference in pH was observed between 10 and 80 min
in the solution synthesized with the ratio of 1.5:1 (0.35 pH
unit), and the lowest difference in pH was observed in the
sample synthesized with a ratio of 2:1 (0.19 pH unit).

Figure 2a illustrates the UV−vis spectra of Au NPs for
samples with varying mass ratios of trisodium citrate dihydrate

to tetrachloroauric acid following 10 min of reaction time for
each concentration. The particular spectra indicated smaller Au
NPs peaked near 520 nm, and larger nanoparticles peaked at
longer wavelengths. It was noted that an increase in the
amount of the trisodium citrate dihydrate-to-tetrachloroauric
acid ratio from 1.5 to 1.875 mg was associated with a decrease
in the highest absorption peak. The absorption was increased
at the ratio of 2:1, but it was not as high as the absorption
recorded in the sample synthesized with the ratio of 1.5:1, and
the spectra were similar to the spectra of the sample
synthesized with a 1.625:1 mass ratio. The absorption peak
for the sample with a ratio of 1.5:1 occurred at the wavelength
of 531 nm. A dramatic blue shift of the surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) peak was observed from 520 to 531 nm with
an increase in maximum absorbance value. This was quite
different from the samples synthesized with higher amounts of
trisodium citrate dihydrate ratios (1.625:1 to 2:1) as the color
in Figure 2b was darker and purplish. Notably, this
characteristic was different from other samples likely due to
the larger size of the synthesized Au NPs. We found that the
SPR shifted to 523, 521, and 520 nm when the ratio of
trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid was
increased to 1.625:1, 1.75:1, and 1.875:1, respectively, 10
min after adding trisodium citrate to the solution.
We conducted dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis

(Figure 3a) and UV−vis spectroscopy (Figure 3b) to validate
size measurements. In the first approach, the size of the
synthesized Au NPs was measured directly by the DLS
method. Each sample was measured three times, and an
average size with SD ranging from 0.75 to 1.7 nm was detected.
Figure 3a shows that the reaction time plays a crucial role in
determining the ultimate size of the formed Au NPs in each
stage. In all ratios, the average size of Au NPs slightly increased
as pH decreased over time.

Figure 1. pH values over reaction time of samples synthesized with a
different weight ratio of trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric
acid.

Figure 2. (a) UV−vis spectra and (b) optical image of the Au NP
solution synthesized with different ratios of trisodium citrate.
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When the ratio was 1.5:1 and after 10 min of stirring time,
the average diameter of Au NPs was 33.08 nm with an SD of
1.75 nm. The NPs reached their final stage after 70 min, with a
diameter of 37.12 nm for this ratio. This increase (around 4
nm) in the size of Au NPs overtime was the maximum for the
ratio of 1.5:1. For the ratio of 1.625:1, the size increased 2.41
nm between the samples collected after 10 and 70 min, which
was the minimum increase in size among the different
concentrations. Also, Au NPs for the ratios of 1.5:1 and
1.625 after 50 min of reaction time were almost in their final
stage in size adjustment as their pH remained constant. A V-
shaped curve was noted that described the link between the
particle size and the ratio of trisodium citrate dihydrate to
tetrachloroauric acid. We demonstrated an inverse correlation
(correlation coefficient of −0.89) between the amount of
trisodium citrate dihydrate and the particle size when the ratio
of trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid was
smaller than 1.75. Our results further determined a direct
correlation between the amount of trisodium citrate dihydrate
and particle size with ratios ≥1.875. The reaction time plays a

crucial role in determining the size of the formed Au NPs in
each stage, and as pH decreases over time, the size of Au NPs
increases. Both pH measurements (Figure 1) and DLS
measurements (Figure 3a) verified whether Au NPs reached
their maximum size after 70 min for all concentrations. More
reaction time decreases the pH of the solution and
consequently increases their size. The reaction time longer
than 70 min did not increase the size of the synthesized Au
NPs when pH remained constant. Therefore, the pH of the
solution significantly affected both SPR and the size of Au NPs.
The DLS measurements revealed that samples synthesized
with higher pH values (>5) were more likely to produce
monodisperse Au NPs. The measurements show that the most
monodisperse Au NPs were produced when the ratio of
trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid was 1.875:1
as the pH value remained over 6. At this solution, the majority
of the samples were uniformly dispersed ranging from a size of
17.76 nm (SD = 0.75 nm) after 10 min of reaction time to
21.02 nm (SD = 0.87 nm) after 70 min of reaction time.
For samples synthesized with the ratio of 1.5:1 and after 10

min of reaction time, the average diameter of Au NPs was
33.08. However, on increasing the amount of the trisodium
citrate dihydrate (after 10 min of stirring time), the size of the
samples began to decrease. However, this effect was not
observed when the ratio was 2:1 due to a decrease in pH. This
increase in size for the ratio of 2:1 also resulted in an increase
in the maximum absorbance value after 10 min, as revealed by
UV−vis (Figure 2a). We found that samples synthesized at a
ratio of 1.5:1 exhibited different size polydispersity with SD up
to 1.7 nm. However, with an increasing ratio of trisodium
citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid, the size difference of
the synthesized Au NPs decreased (as low as SD = 0.75 nm).
We verified the size measurements using UV−vis spectros-

copy, as calculated from the method of Haiss et al.50 We used
absorption at 450 nm and SPR from UV spectra, as shown in
Figure 3b. Based on this method, the diameter of Au NPs was
in good accordance with the DLS data in Figure 3a and for
most solutions, they were in the range of SD.
Figure 3c displays the autocorrelation function (ACF) for

different ratios of trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachlor-
oauric acid after 10 min of reaction time. The exponential
behavior of decay and intensity of ACFs verify whether the
samples are in a standard quality in both monodispersity and
concentration. Au NPs synthesized with the ratio of 1.5:1 due
to their larger size and higher dispersity have a longer decay
time and lower intensity. Smaller Au NPs synthesized with the
ratio of 1.875:1 decay relatively rapidly. The ACF of AU NPs
synthesized with the ratio of 1.75:1 almost overlap with the
ACF of the sample synthesized with the ratio of 1.875:1,
though decay time is slightly longer due to their size difference.
This scenario was repeated for Au NPs synthesized with the
ratios of 1.625:1 and 2:1.
Figure 4a shows the UV−vis spectra for samples synthesized

using 35 mg of trisodium citrate dihydrate (ratio of 1.75:1) at
different reaction times. It was seen that, after 10 min of
reaction time, the synthesized Au NPs were distinctly around
18.4 nm with an SD of 0.94 nm. At this time, UV−vis
measurements confirmed that the highest plasmon peak
occurred at 519 nm. However, as time passed, the decrease
in the pH directly affected the highest plasmon peak. After 30
min of stirring time with the decreasing pH value of the
solution, the highest plasmon peak of Au NPs increased to 520
nm. Then, when the pH of the sample continued decreasing

Figure 3. (a) Average size of Au NPs measured by DLS, (b) average
size of Au NPs calculated from UV−vis spectroscopy data, and (c)
autocorrelation function of Au NPs synthesized with the ratio of
trisodim citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid after 10 min of
reaction time.
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after 50 min of reaction time, the highest plasmon peak was
521 nm and the sample size was 22 nm with an SD of 1.05 nm.
Finally, after 70 min of reaction time with decreasing pH to the
minimum value, both the average Au NP size (23 nm with SD
= 1.23 nm) and SPR (522 nm) increased. Figure 4b
demonstrates the colorology of Au NPs synthesized using 35
mg of trisodium citrate dihydrate (ratio of 1.75:1) at different
reaction times. As the reaction time increases and samples
became larger in size, the highest plasmon peak increased over
time and the samples became darker in color. However, in
Figure 5, we demonstrate that the aggregation of Au NPs as
another parameter can potentially cause an increase in the
highest plasmon resonance as well.
Figure 5 shows the transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) images and corresponding size distribution histogram
of Au NPs synthesized with the ratio of 1.75:1 and with
reaction times of 10, 30, 50, and 70 min. As TEM images
(Figure 5a,c,e,g) represent that not only the size of Au NPs
increased slightly as the reaction time increases but also the
density of samples per volume increased, which consequently
resulted in an increase in absorption. At the reaction time of
around 70 min, they aggregated and distinct Au NPs could not
be observed. This behavior of Au NPs synthesized over
different reaction times was also justified by UV−vis
spectroscopy measurements, wherein the absorption increased
continuously while the wavelength peak remained almost
constant (Figure 4a). As a result, the absorption of Au NPs
continuously increased. After 70 m, almost all nanoparticles
formed an aggregated pile, allowing them to absorb a
significant amount of light. Size distribution histograms of
Au NPs synthesized with the ratio of 1.75:1 and Au NPs over
different reaction times (Figure 5b,d,f,h) clearly demonstrate
average size of Au NPs shifted to a larger particles with higher
polydispersity relatively.

Figure 6 compares the size and polydispersity of Au NPs
synthesized with different concentrations of trisodium citrate
dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid (1.625:1 and 1.875:1) after
10 min of reaction time. Figure 6a shows a relatively wider
range of polydispersity for the size of Au NPs when the weight
ratio of trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid was
1.625:1. Based on the TEM image (Figure 6a) and size
distribution histogram of Au NPs (Figure 6b), after 10 min of
stirring time, Au NPs of different sizes were formed with a
larger SD. Rare NPs with about 2 nm in diameter were
detected, and the average sample size was 23 nm with an SD of
1.7 nm. Figure 6c,d shows the TEM images for Au NPs
synthesized with the ratio of 1.875:1; as the size of Au NPs
decreased they became more monodisperse with a smaller SD.
At this ratio and after 10 min of stirring time, the most
monodisperse Au NPs with the average size of 18 nm and an
SD of 0.75 nm were observed. However, we noticed that as
reaction time increased, subsequently increasing size of Au
NPs SD was increased to a higher value as well.

Figure 4. (a) UV−vis spectra of Au NPs synthesized with 35 mg of
trisodim citrate dihydrate and (b) optical image of Au NPs
synthesized at different reaction times.

Figure 5. TEM images of Au NPs synthesized with the ratio of 1.75:1
after (a) 10, (c) 30, (e) 50, and (g) 70 min of reaction time. Size
distribution histogram of Au NPs after (b) 10, (d) 30, (f) 50, and (h)
70 min of reaction time.
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3. SYNTHESIS ANALYSIS
We calculated the importance and impact of reaction time and
pH on the Au particle size using regression analysis (Figure 7).

Our analyses confirmed that we could predict and estimate the
size of nanoparticles based on the reaction time and pH of the
solution with a p-value of 1.53 × 10−6 and the root-mean-
square error of 2.91 in solutions with different ratios of
trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid. The
predicted versus actual plot shown in the inset suggests a
robust model for estimating the nanoparticle size at different
reaction times or citrate-to-Au ratios. Our regression model (x1
= 0.0067, x2 = −10.1360, and intercept = 77.2970), while y = 1
+ x1 + x2 can estimate the size of the nanoparticles through
measuring the pH at any given time during the experiment for
different ratios of trisodium citrate dihydrate to tetrachlor-
oauric acid. These quality control measurements can lead to
more robust Au NP synthesis.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the effect of the weight ratio of trisodium citrate
dihydrate to tetrachloroauric acid (1.5:1−2:1) and the reaction
time on producing Au NPs with different sizes and dispersity
were investigated. It was observed that the concentration of
trisodium citrate dihydrate played a crucial role in producing
Au NPs with different sizes and dispersity. Besides, due to a
series of reversible chemical reactions, the effect of reaction
time was as significant as trisodium citrate dihydrate
concentration on both size and dispersity. Furthermore, pH
measurements verified that the most monodisperse Au NPs
were produced, while the pH of the solution was at least 6. In
samples synthesized with a ratio of 1.5:1, the largest Au NPs
with a diameter around 38 nm over a low pH value were
produced. Subsequently, increasing pH value by adding more
concentration of trisodium citrate dihydrate resulted in smaller
Au NPs, though the size of NPs fluctuates at different reaction
time lengths. TEM images revealed for sample synthesized
with lower weigh ratio polydispersity occurred and Au NPs
with a diameter as small as 2 nm was observed, though 99% of
Au NPs remained monodisperse with a low SD. For the weight
ratio of 1.875:1, the most monodisperse Au NPs with a size of
18 nm and an SD of 0.75 nm after 10 min of reaction time
were produced. Together, we demonstrate that gold nano-
particle nucleation causes pH fluctuation over time based on
gold nanoparticle sizes and controlling the concentration of
trisodium citrate dihydrate and the reaction time results in a
controlled gold nanoparticle generation of sizes about 18−38
nm. These findings provide critical information that can be
used for the development of nanoparticles for technology and
medicine.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

5.1. Materials. Gold(III) chloride trihydrate (HAuCl4)
(99.9% purity-trace metal basis) was acquired from Sigma-
Aldrich Co., Ltd, USA. Trisodium citrate dihydrate (HOC-
(COONa)(CH2COONa)2·2H2O) was acquired from Sigma-
Aldrich Co., Ltd, USA. Milli-Q water was obtained using a
Thermo Scientific Barnstead Nanopure system, having 18.2
MΩ ionic purity.

5.2. Sample Preparation. Five different solutions of Au
NPs with different concentrations of trisodium citrate
dihydrate ranging from 30 to 40 mg were synthesized using
the Turkevich synthesis method. For each solution, 20 mg of
HAuCl4 was suspended in 0.7 mL of Milli-Q water, and this
was gradually added to 195 mL of Milli-Q boiling water in a
round-bottomed Erlenmeyer on a hot plate. A range of
trisodium citrate dihydrate (30, 32.5, 35, 37.5, and 40 mg) was
dissolved in 3 mL of Milli-Q water, separately, and was added
dropwise to the boiling water with the constant ratio of 0.1
mL/s. This resulted in the mass ratios of trisodium citrate
dihydrate to HAuCl4 as 1.5:1, 1.625:1, 1.75:1, 1.875:1, and 2:1,
respectively. Due to the temperature-dependent nature of the
synthesis, the solution was stirred vigorously by a cylinder-
shaped magnet on top of the hot plate. This ensures a uniform
temperature across the solution, leading to the formation of
nanoparticles of similar sizes. An IR thermometer was used to
control and measure the temperature of the solution during the
experiment. After the addition of the trisodium citrate
dihydrate, the color of the boiling solution gradually changed
from light yellow to dark blue and eventually to a wine red,
indicating a series of chemical reactions quickly happening that

Figure 6. TEM image and size distribution histogram of Au NPs
synthesized with the ratio of (a and b) 1.625:1 and (c and d) 1.875:1
after 10 min of reaction time.

Figure 7. Regression analysis based on the reaction time and pH of
solutions with different ratios of trisodium citrate dihydrate to
tetrachloroauric acid.
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forms nanostructures with different sizes. This process initially
started with the oxidation of citrate and producing dicarboxy
acetone.40 Auric salt (AuCl3) interacted with two electrons as a
result of the first step, thereby producing aurous salt
(AuCl).404142 Finally, aurous salt is oxidized simultaneously
to produce gold atoms.40 Samples were collected every 10 min
after adding trisodium citrate dihydrate solution for a total of
80 min at each concentration. The samples were cooled to
room temperature and then stored at 4 °C until further
characterization.
5.3. Analysis. All data collected were determined using

UV−vis spectroscopy (Thermo Scientific UV−vis 335 923-000
GENESYS 10S Spectrophotometer), DLS (Malvern Zetasizer
ZS90), and a pH meter (Corning 320). Due to the optical
properties of Au NPs, UV−vis spectroscopy was used to
quantify the absorbed light on the plasmon highest peak as well
as the SPR peak. Importantly, the optical properties of
nanoparticles are indicative of their size, concentration, and
numerous other characteristics. The absorption of the Au NPs
measured by UV−vis spectroscopy estimates the diameter and
the size of the nanoparticles using the method of Haiss et al.50

by measuring the absorption at the SPR peak wavelength and
light passing through each sample for Au NPs at 450 nm. This
method is valid for Au NPs with a diameter between 5 and 80
nm

d e B A A B( ( / ) )1 SPR 450 2= −

where B1 = 2.01 and B2 = 3.11 are constants obtained
experimentally. In the formula, ASPR is the absorption at SPR;
A450 is the absorption at a wavelength of 450 nm, and d is the
diameter of Au NPs. To have a more uniform solution, all
samples were sonicated for 10 min before their measurements.
Both the concentration and reaction mixture of the added
citrate solution drastically impacted the size and dispersity of
the Au NPs. A TEM (Tesnai Spirit TEM, Thermofisher
Hillsboro) was used to confirm the results obtained by UV−vis
and DLS. These methods were used for an in-depth analysis of
the nanoparticles produced in the trials conducted throughout
this experiment.
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